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SA candidates prioritize minority students amid
nationwide focus on campus diversity
CRYSTEL SYLVESTER
STAFF WRITER

Each of the four candidates
running for top roles in the Student Association represent minority communities for the ﬁrst time in
recent years.
The candidacies represent a
broader focus on diversity within
the SA, and also come after a top
student leader called on minority
students to run for senate positions
this year. Though oﬃcials have
prioritized recruiting minority students, they have not always been
represented on the SA and have
felt they are part of groups that are
underfunded.
SA presidential candidates
Tony Hart and Christina Giordano,
as well as executive vice presidential candidate Thomas Falcigno,
represent racial minority groups,
and Erika Feinman openly identiﬁes as queer and is the ﬁrst student
with a non-binary gender identity
to run for a top position in the SA.
Racial inclusion has been a
conversation on campus all year,
especially in light of national discussions of campus climate following protests this fall at the University of Missouri.
Associate Dean of Students

ate and her cabinet to be “active
participants” at multicultural
events throughout the year.
“As a person of color, I find
value in having somebody who
looks like me being represented,” Giordano said.
Each of the four candidates
also attended a town hall-style
event with the MSSC Wednesday, which was meant for students interested in multicultural
issues to learn more about how
candidates will address them.

Tim Miller said once senators are
elected, the best ways for them to
represent every population are to
attend organizations’ events and
to work with them throughout the
year – not just during the elections
and allocations processes. Miller
has advised the SA for 12 of the last
14 years.
“Students can hold the SA
more accountable throughout the
year if they want to. That’s what
you saw last Monday,” he said. “I
think that’s the piece that’s missing, the students don’t actually say
to the senate: ‘We want this from
you.’”

Students can
hold the SA more
accountable
throughout the year
if they want to.

Presenting their priorities

Hart, Falcigno and Feinman
included diversity-related planks
in their platforms and have said
that representing minority groups
may help them connect to broader
swaths of students. Hart said he
would push for renovations to
the Multicultural Student Services
Center, Falcigno said he would
include minority students in meetings with administrators and Feinman said she would give minority
groups a more oﬃcial voice on the
SA.
At the town hall, Giordano
said she would encourage the sen-

TIM MILLER

ASSOCIATE DEAN OF
STUDENTS
The town hall occurred about
one week after SA President Andie Dowd said her cabinet will
receive diversity training for the
first time this spring, after a dis-

agreement over funding a South
Asian heritage event left some
students saying they feel disrespected by the SA.
All three presidential candidates said they supported mandatory diversity training for student leaders.
Candidates criticized how
the SA handled the funding situation at the town hall. Falcigno
said some of the comments by
members of the SA were “totally
unprofessional and discouraging.”
“The Student Association has
done too much of saying, ‘Here’s
what’s best for you,’ instead of
asking students what’s best for
them,” he said. “We need to do
more listening instead of talking.”
Last year, half of the candidates for president and executive
vice president were white male
students. This year, roughly half
of the candidates for senate positions represent minority communities. If those candidates win,
they say it will change not only
discourse within the senate, but
also the decisions that are made.
See DIVERSITY Page 3

Half of on-campus fires since 2010 began in residence hall kitchens
KENDRICK CHANG
STAFF WRITER

Half of all reported ﬁres
in GW residence halls have
originated in kitchens over
the last six years, according
to public records from D.C.
Fire and EMS.
Thirteen out of the 26
ﬁre incidents on campus
since 2010 started in the
kitchen in a residence hall
room, according to the
documents. In 10 of the incidents, the occupant had
left the kitchen while an appliance was on, and eight
times, a stove was left unattended, according to the
documents.
The Hatchet obtained
all 26 ﬁre reports through
a Freedom of Information
Act request, illustrating
details about the ﬁres that
oﬃcials have not released
before. Experts say the ﬁres
should serve as a wake-up
call for oﬃcials: Students
need training about safely
using stovetops to prevent
potentially larger ﬁres in
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the future.
Jack Dowling, the former director of safety and
security for Philadelphia
University and Bucknell
University, said university
administrators should consider implementing a mandatory ﬁre safety programs
for students who live on
campus.
“It is always good to

have awareness education
programs when you are
involved with ﬁre safety
risks,” Dowling said. “Educational awareness is an important part of preventive
measures.”
One male student sustained minor burns on
his arm and wrist from a
grease ﬁre in 1959 E Street
in 2011, according to the

documents. Another report
shows that a ﬁreﬁghter was
injured while responding to
a stove ﬁre in South Hall in
2014.
In 2012, ﬁreﬁghters
responded to a ﬁre in a
kitchen trash can in The Dakota and found “discarded
smoking materials from a
water pipe” after putting
out the ﬁre, the documents

read.
The most recent ﬁre on
campus was a ﬁre on the
ﬁfth ﬂoor of Fulbright Hall
last month, which oﬃcials
said started after a student
threw a cigarette in a trash
can.
Most of the ﬁre reports
either did not list the property damage from the ﬁre
or stated that there were
no damages. One kitchen
ﬁre led to $150 in damages
to property and contents in
the building. A dryer ﬁre
in The Dakota in 2012 also
resulted in $350,000 in damages to the equipment and
contents inside the laundry
machines, according to the
documents.
Out of the three ﬁres
recorded in the documents
in 2015, two of them were
cooking-related. Munson
Hall was evacuated in
September after reports of
burnt food in a room on the
eighth ﬂoor. The oﬃcial ﬁre
report stated that the incident was caused by food
burning inside an oven.

Last June, ﬁreﬁghters
responded to a small kitchen ﬁre on a the 10th ﬂoor of
City Hall, but the ﬁre was
already extinguished when
ﬁreﬁghters arrived on the
scene, according to the oﬃcial report. A resident leaving the stove unattended
was the cause of the ﬁre, according to the report.
Burning food in conventional overs caused two
of the 12 cooking ﬁres, according to the documents.
A small ﬁre was conﬁned
to a conventional oven at
Shenkman Hall in 2011, but
was put out before ﬁreﬁghters arrived at the scene.
One ﬁre in City Hall in
2013 was caused by friction
between a broken kitchen
appliance and ﬂammable
liquid, according to the report.
Senior Associate Vice
President for Safety and
Security Darrell Darnell
said he hasn’t noticed an
increase in cooking ﬁres in
See FIRES Page 6

Women’s basketball wins A-10 Championship, clinches spot in NCAA Tournament
MATT CULLEN
STAFF WRITER

RICHMOND, Va. ―
Women’s basketball’s regular-season journey had plenty
of ups and downs, including
a 14-game winning streak,
ending that streak against a
team with a losing record, experiencing an injury to one of
its best players and ﬁnishing
out strong enough for the No.
1 seed in the conference tournament.
It’s only ﬁtting that the
Atlantic 10 Championship ﬁnal unfolded in the same way.
The Colonials (26‒6, 13‒3
A-10) went from trailing for
nearly 30 minutes to holding
the opposition to just one basket in the ﬁnal quarter – from
turning the ball over with
seconds on the game clock,

up three points, to dancing
in the middle of the court to
Katy Perry’s “Firework.”
In Richmond on Sunday,
GW achieved one of its biggest goals of the season by
coming from behind, battling
and defeating the Duquesne
Dukes (27‒5, 13‒3 A-10)
63–60 en route to defending
the A-10 title and earning an
automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
“This year’s team had to
go through a lot more bumps
on the road. Whether it be
an injury, whether it be we
were not as good defensively,
we just found a way to get it
done,” head coach Jonathan
Tsipis said.
The quick start saw the
Dukes go 3-for-5 from behind
the arc in the ﬁrst four minutes to take an early six-point
lead. Soon after, the Colonials

defense picked up, preventing Duquesne from scoring
any points for the next ﬁve
and a half minutes.
Unfortunately for GW,
the oﬀense was plagued
with turnovers the entire
ﬁrst quarter, racking up ﬁve
to Duquesne’s zero, forcing
them to ﬁnish the ﬁrst frame
trailing 15–13.
“We can’t rebound a
turnover. We got too deep at
times and there were a couple
of plays that instead of taking a good shot, we passed
it away. After that we talked
about simplifying the game
a little bit because Duquesne
did a good job at making post
entries diﬃcult,” Tsipis said.
The Colonials took their
ﬁrst lead of the game just
20 seconds into the second
quarter. Graduate student
guard Lauren Chase and se-

nior forward Jonquel Jones
were running the ﬂoor with
pace and attacking the basket
with success. But, the Dukes
answered after every blow
including a perfect 2-for-2
clip from 3-point range from
freshman forward Kadri-Ann
Lass.
The ﬁnal punch before
halftime went to the Dukes
after they forced two consecutive GW turnovers and
freshman forward Angela
Fileno nailed a three to give
them the 41–34 advantage at
the half.
Both sides were shooting
similarly high percentages in
the ﬁrst half and the Dukes
led in most other categories, but the Colonials were
dominating the boards. Jones
in particular had the upper
hand compared to the opposition.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MITCHELL LEFF
The women’s basketball team celebrates its 63–60 win over
Duquesne in the Atlantic 10 finals Sunday.
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STUDENT ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
NATALIE MAHER
STAFF WRITER

Whether it’s dancing or performing as a member of a touring Rocky Horror Picture Show
group for two years, Erika Feinman said she’s always found
her place in tight-knit communities.
If she is elected Student Association president this week,
the junior said she would build
relationships between the SA
and small communities like
those she’s worked with in the
past.
Feinman performed in
“The Vagina Monologues” last
month for the third time with
fellow members of the Feminist
Student Union and Allied in
Pride.
“I really want to give students a platform: passionate
student leaders who can have
this platform that the SA can
provide for them, so they can
make a lot of progress and get
things done for their communities,” she said.
She said she will make sure
all students feel included by creating one graduate and one un-

dergraduate seat on the Board
of Trustees. Those seats will help
fill a gap, she said.
She said, as a member of
groups that discuss problems
like violence against women,
she was one of the strongest ad-

PREVIOUS SA
EXPERIENCE
Columbian
College of Arts
and Sciences
senator
vocates for revoking comedian
Bill Cosby’s honorary degree
last fall.
Feinman sponsored a SA
Senate resolution in November
condemning GW for not revoking Cosby’s degree. She said she
reached out to President Steven
Knapp, former Provost Steven
Lerman and interim Provost
Forrest Maltzman, but heard
back only from Carrie Ross, the

assistant director for sexual assault prevention and response.
“The best way to change
someone’s mind is meeting with
them and being persistent,” she
said.
Her proposal to include
two students on the board
would require two-thirds confirmation from members of the
Board of Trustees, she said. For
more than a decade, students
have tried to be included on the
board, though administrators
have said the trustees’ bylaws
prevent any student or faculty
member from voting with the
34-member group.
“One of our roles is to critique the University. No students were involved in this
decision-making at all. I’m quite
disappointed,” she said at the
Nov. 9 senate meeting.
Feinman also wants to create a position on the SA that
would focus solely on sustainability and change the title of
the executive cabinet position
in charge of diversity and inclusion from director to vice president to give minority groups a
more official voice in the SA.

Erika Feinman

Year Junior
Major Political science & women’s studies
Hometown Albany, N.Y.

JAMES LEVINSON
STAFF WRITER

Christina Giordano

Year Junior
Major Business administration &
international business and marketing
Hometown High Ridge, N.J.
ANDREW GOUDSWARD
STAFF WRITER

Tony Hart said he decided to run for Student Association president to show
that candidates didn’t need
to spend or have money to
get the job.
Hart, a junior, said he
wanted to run to change the
culture of the SA. He said he
felt frustrated when someone warned him about the
cost of running a campaign.
“I took that as code for,
‘You’re too poor to run,’”
Hart said. “That’s what really pushed me to throw my
hat in the ring. I wanted to
run for all the students who
felt they were too poor or
not popular enough to run.”
Hart, an Egyptian-American, said a lot of students
feel “disconnected” from
the SA. He wants to bring
more diversity not only to
the SA, but across campus.
Hart, who is Coptic Orthodox, said his family’s history has shown him why it’s
important to advocate for

underrepresented groups.
If he wins, Hart plans to
push for renovations to the
aging Multicultural Student
Services Center including
making the top floors handicap-accessible. Hart called
the MSSC a “home away
from home,” and said without that community he probably would have left GW.

PREVIOUS SA
EXPERIENCE
Director of
Community
Service, Student
Rights and
Responsibilities
committee
member
“Without the MSSC,
I most likely would have

Many students might say
studying abroad exposed
them to another part of the
world, but when Student
Association presidential candidate Christina Giordano
studied in Paris, she discovered a side of GW she left
behind.
After the November terrorist attacks in the city left
her unnerved, Giordano said
she met up with an alumna
in France who reminded her
of home at GW. She said all
students should feel comfortable enough to reach out to
alumni, and she has made
connecting students to alumni one of her main campaign
planks.
“It was very nice to be
able to turn to someone in
your community during such
a difficult time,” she said.
She plans to make the Career Adviser Network, run
through the Alumni Association, more user-friendly and
to facilitate meetups using

transferred or dropped out,”
Hart said at a town hall for
candidates on Wednesday.
Hart, who served as director of community service
on former SA President Nick
Gumas’ cabinet, said a signature part of his platform
is to highlight community
service: making the community service tracking program NobleHour easier to
use and allowing Miriam’s
Kitchen to train volunteers
in the Marvin Center.
“I think a lot of Foggy
Bottom and Foxhall neighbors see us as a burden, but
we can be a huge asset to
those communities,” Hart
said.
Hart, a member of a
group of students and administrators focused on
sexual assault prevention
education and a two-time
resident adviser, said he
wants to put sexual assault
resources and information
on the desk of every GW
student when they arrive on
campus in the fall.

Google Doc forms so students
can meet local alumni working in their chosen fields.

PREVIOUS SA
EXPERIENCE
Freshman
Advisory
Council member,
School of
Business senator
She added that she also
wants to see the newly introduced fall break continue
into the future as part of her
personal philosophy that
“the SA leader’s job should
leave a legacy at GW”.
Despite her involvement in many areas of campus, Giordano said she
never planned to run for the
SA’s top position. She was
a member of the SA during
her sophomore year and has

served as a tour guide and a
Camp Kesem counselor.
Giordano pointed to the
summer after her freshman
year, when she served as a
member of the visitor’s information center, as one of
the key influences on her
platform. She said during
this time, she was able to go
behind the scenes and learn
more about what it meant to
be at GW from the perspective of a staffer in the admissions office.
“It was such a great experience,” she said. “It was
such a great group of people,
and we all came from different communities, and we
were able to get the chance to
explore D.C.”
Giordano said she believes being SA president will
be the perfect way to contribute to the GW community.
“This wasn’t something
that I had been planning
about since I was a freshman,
but it was something that
I feel I can make an impact
with,” she said.

Tony Hart

Year Junior
Major International affairs
Hometown San Diego, Calif.

Editor’s note:
Due to a family emergency, Student Association
presidential candidate Tony Hart was not able to sit
for a portrait for the SA election guide. Because of The
Hatchet’s print schedule and the timeline of the SA
election, we decided to move forward with the guide.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
CRYSTEL SYLVESTER
STAFF WRITER

Thomas Falcigno

Year Junior
Major Political science & journalism and
mass communication
Hometown Orange, Conn.

This year ’s only executive vice presidential candidate wants to include more
minority students in meetings with administrators.
Junior Thomas Falcigno,
who is running uncontested
for the position, said his
desire to help minority students comes from someone
very close to him: his grandfather.
Falcigno’s grandfather,
who emigrated from India,
welcomed relatives from
India to his two-bedroom
Brooklyn apartment so they
could find a better life in the
United States. Falcigno said
he wishes his grandfather,
who died last month, could
have been a Commencement
speaker to share his story.
“He was such an inspiration to me, and I feel as
though he would be an inspiration to other people,”
he said.
Falcigno has served in

the interim EVP role since
senior Casey Syron resigned
in January. He joined the SA
his freshman year.
Falcigno said he plans to
use his role to not only help
senators pass resolutions
and connect them with officials, but to bring students
outside of student government – especially minority students – into meetings
with officials.

PREVIOUS SA
EXPERIENCE
Interim
executive vice
president,
Academic Affairs
Committee chair

“We need to increase the
level of professionalism in
the Student Association,” he
said.

Falcigno said he would
draw on his experience on
the SA if he were to be elected. He served as one of the
only students on the University’s calendar committee, which met about adding a fall break in fall 2016.
Officials added that break
in September, and Falcigno
said at the time that it would
be good for students’ mental
health to have extra time to
relax.
Falcigno said he hopes
to implement other policies
that could relieve students’
anxiety. He said that he and
his team are “working out
the kinks” with a policy that
could allow students to retake a class from their freshman year for a new grade.
He said he’ll meet with administrators to discuss the
grade-forgiveness program
before spring break.
“I hope that with my
experience, the senate can
reach its highest potential,”
Falcigno said.
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Students to vote on referendum for discounted Metro passes
JAMES LEVINSON
STAFF WRITER

Metro wants to get more
college students on board.
GW is one of three local institutions currently
in talks about a program
that would give D.C.area students unlimited
Metro access for about $1
per day starting next fall.
Students will vote on the
program in a referendum
this week, signaling to officials and the Student Association whether or not
to continue negotiations.
American University
will implement the program next year and Catholic University is currently
in negotiations, SA Chief
of Staff John Lindsay said.
The program that Washington Metro Area Transit
Authority is currently trying to introduce is based
on U-Pass, a system used
by students in Chicago.
“For right now, we’re
talking about a small pilot program. It’s to see if
a project like this would
even really be feasible or
if it would really work,”
Lindsay said.
WMATA CFO Dennis
Anosike, the architect be-

hind the Chicago plan that
gives students at Loyola
University Chicago and
peer school Northwestern University unlimited
access to Metro transportation while classes are
in session, is also steering the program in the
District. Anosike was the
CFO of the Chicago Transit Authority from 1997 to
2009.
Referendums
don’t
determine whether or not
a program will be officially implemented, but they
help administrators see
how many students support a proposal and how
highly they should prioritize it. Last month, the
SA sent a survey to all students to measure how often they use public transportation while at school.
“There are so many
factors that would go into
this that we couldn’t ask
students to approve or
deny a program like this
now. So instead, the question is asking would you
support the creation of the
program,” Lindsay said.
Lindsay said officials
are currently discussing
whether students can opt
into the program, which
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Student Association Chief of Staff John Lindsay said officials are currently discussing whether
students will be able to opt into a program to get a $250 Metro pass.

would add about $250 in
fees on top of their tuition.
He said that fee is about
$1 per academic day, and
the fee will be tacked onto
students’ tuition bills, so
they could use financial
aid to cover the costs.
Sophomore
Eve

Zhurbinskiy, a commissioner on the Foggy Bottom and West End Advisory
Neighborhood
Commission, went to a
WMATA Board of Directors meeting last month
to show her support for
the program. Zhurbinskiy

said at that meeting that
students should be able
to opt into the program,
instead of having the fee
added automatically.
Casey Syron, former
executive vice president
of the Student Association, said as a Chicago

native, he has seen the
direct benefits of cheap
mass transit systems and
hopes that GW will enjoy
the same benefits. Syron
had begun working on the
proposal before stepping
down in January.
“I have directly seen
how this system has been
in place, and I have directly seen the advantages
that have come with it,” he
said.
Syron added that a program this expansive would
require “empirical data behind it,” or proof that it is
something students would
use because of the significant costs associated with
the project.
The deal would be a
financial boon to WMATA,
which had its federal funding sliced last summer. If
fully implemented, WMATA could gain $4.5 million
in revenue from the University program, Associate Dean of Students Tim
Miller said in an SA meeting earlier this year.
Since 2010 there has
been a 5 percent decrease
in ridership because of
“service failures and other
breakdowns,” The Washington Post reported.

Diversity topics dominate candidate platforms
From Page 1

Encouraging students to run

Sen.
Melissa
Lawrence,
CCAS-U, said in an SA meeting
last Monday that she was not running for a position in the SA this
year partly because of the abundance of “micro- and macroaggressions” she experienced on the
senate.
But she noted that having at
least one person representing a
multicultural community in the
room while the finance committee
debates, for example, makes a difference.
“I’ve seen amounts raised
from $1,000 to $6,000 because I
was a person of color arguing for
it,” she said at the meeting last
Monday.
Victoria Goncalves, the president of the Organization of Latino
American Students and a former
senator, sent an email last month
to members of multicultural organizations encouraging them to
run for senate positions. She also
organized the town hall, where
candidates made their case to minority students.
She said two years ago, the
Organization of Latino American
Students’ request for funds for a
keynote speaker was denied during the allocations process.
“When we protested about
this, we were told that it was because we didn’t have a contract

yet – even though the GW College Democrats and the GW College Republicans each received
over $30,000 for unknown speakers that weren’t booked yet,” she
wrote in the email obtained by
The Hatchet.
She said as a senator she advocated for multicultural students
but “it wasn’t easy because most
of the Student Association is not
involved at all in our community
and doesn’t understand it.”
Ivette Headley, a sophomore
running for CCAS-U, said Goncalves played “an encouraging role in my decision to run.”
Headley currently serves as the
Internal Relations Chair of GW
Por Colombia, an organization for
Colombian students.
Headley said representation
on the finance committee means
approving programming that is
essential to support all communities on campus. If elected, she
hopes to either serve on the finance committee or work closely
with it.
She said that outside of finance, minority representation
on the senate would allow for
a stronger push toward initiatives dealing with diversity and
inclusion, affordability and community collaboration. Part of her
campaign’s platform involves creating a mentorship program for
incoming minority students.
The Center for Student Engagement established office hours

for first-generation students, after
discontinuing a peer mentor program for all freshmen in favor of
focusing on specific groups of incoming freshmen.
“My hope is to promote
awareness of the various communities through proportionate
funding,” Headley said.

Equal allocations

Meera Devotta, a freshman
and candidate for senator in the
Elliott School of International
Affairs, said that more representation brings a broader set of
viewpoints to every issue, which
ultimately affects decisions.
“Money is seen as something
that means the same to everyone,
but that’s not true. A dollar to one
person might mean something
completely different to another
person,” she said.
Students said as recently as
last week that the spring allocations process, during which organizations apply for SA funding,
often favors well-known and larger groups like College Democrats
and leaves multicultural groups,
which typically organize monthlong heritage celebrations, to fundraise year-round.
Devotta, a member of the
Women’s Leadership Program
and of Delta Phi Epsilon, added
that different perspectives would
help solve that discrepancy.
Sen. Rayhaan Merani, a member of the finance committee, said
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Student Association senate candidates participated in a town hall about
diversity issues last week. A student leader called on more minority students to run for senate positions this year.

the diversity and equity clause
in the financial bylaws reform
was largely a result of senators
representing multicultural communities, like himself, Sen. Nick
Watkins, CCAS-U, and Feinman.
The clause allows for organizations representing historically
marginalized communities to be
more likely to receive funding,
and gives priority to multicultural
organizations to have funding access food for programming.
“Having multicultural representation on the senate is what
changes everything up,” Merani

said.
He said that despite allegations of aggressions, he would
“highly recommend” that more
students from marginalized communities run for the senate.
“The way you increase that
awareness, the way you build
those relationships, the way you
teach people about your culture
and about your heritage and the
reason for diversity and equity is
by running for the Senate,” Merani said.
—Sera Royal and Andrew
Goudsward contributed reporting.

You’ve read the presidential platforms and seen their posters.
Find out if the candidates’ claims hold up

Erika Feinman

Tony Hart

Christina Giordano

platform point : Junior Erika Feinman wants

platform point : Junior Tony Hart

platform point : Junior Christina Giordano said she
wants to extend housing to include more substance free options for residents.

fact check : The Board of Trustees signs off on the

fact

to create positions for two students on the Board of
Trustees, citing recent board decisions to cut programs
in the women’s studies and music departments.

University’s total budget, but deans and department
chairs determine how to divide schools’ funding. Efforts
to create student positions on the Board of Trustees have
historically failed because the board’s bylaws state that
students and faculty cannot serve on the board.

platform point : Feinman hopes to reduce the price

of Mental Health Services counseling sessions, as well as
Colonial Health Center appointments. She also wants to
expand the hours the counseling center is open.

fact check : Officials said last spring that they “do

not have plans” to change the fee structure for counseling.
Officials have also said that MHS is designed to serve as
short-term facility.
The University offers discounted counseling based
on students’ families’ income, which can in some cases
cost $20 per session. MHS on the Mount Vernon Campus
expanded its hours in September and is open until 7 p.m.
three days each week.

hopes to give staff an opportunity to
voice their concerns directly to the Student Association every other week.

check : The Staff Association

met for the first time in November 2014
and are working to receive official recognition from the University.
platform point : Hart said he

wants to “restructure” waiting rooms in
the Colonial Health Center and Mental
Health Services to allow for more privacy
for students.

fact

check : SA President Andie

Dowd and former Executive Vice President Casey Syron worked with officials
earlier this year create digital check-ins
for students for both health centers. Last
year, students with counseling services
appointments used iPads to check in, and
those who checked into health services
were given a clipboard. Both still use the
same waiting area space.

fact check : GW offers sober housing for freshmen in
Mitchell Hall. Housing is more limited this upcoming fall.
Shenkman Hall, International House, The Dakota and 1959
E Street, where some seniors currently live, will house only
sophomores and juniors. Greek housing will be more limited and South Hall will be the only on-campus housing for
seniors.
platform point : Giordano said she wants more restaurants in the area to accept GWorld cards.
fact check : Businesses with GWorld partnerships in-

flate their prices to afford the 8 to 10 percent commission fee
and pay a 10-cent swipe fee to the University.

—JEANINE MARIE
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
Why ammunition was found on campus four times this academic year p. 7
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EDITORIAL BOARD ENDORSEMENTS

Christina Giordano

Thomas Falcigno

PRESIDENT

T

he perfect Student Association presidents should
be larger than life. They
should be charming and respectful enough to have the ear of
University officials. They should
have the institutional knowledge
required to make change. They
should have at least one big idea
that will make a lasting and important mark on GW, with a detailed plan for its execution.
This year, students won’t
find anyone with those qualities
in the list of presidential candidates on their ballots.
Of course, it’s a tall order. But
“SA president” isn’t just a title
the winner gets to put on his or
her resume. The SA president is
the face of students at GW – and
we have to hold that person to incredibly high standards. Unfortunately, none of this year’s candidates meet all of our standards.
Being able to lead calmly and
fight for change respectfully is
one of the most important qualities in an SA president. But in her
meeting with our editorial board,
Erika Feinman, CCAS-U, did not
display that quality. Her convictions were strong, and her drive
to make change was evident.
However, while answering questions, at times Feinman was combative and condescending.
When pushed to give more
details or back up her initiatives, Feinman instead sometimes noted that they were just
“ideas” and said, “Part of running is about ideas.” While that
may be true, these ideas have
to be grounded in reality, strong
research and extensive planning.
Simply having ideas
isn’t good enough.
Feinman
said that her
main goal as
SA president
would be to
add one undergraduate and one
graduate
student
to the

Board of Trustees, but that goal
is nearly impossible and quite
frankly, a mistake. A change like
this would require altering the
board’s bylaws with a two-thirds
majority vote, but Feinman said
she had not spoken to any members of the board about this plan.
Over the past 15 years students have lobbied for student
representation on the board, with
all efforts ending in failure. When
asked how her efforts would be
different, Feinman again noted
that she believes the board seems
particularly receptive to students right now. But she failed to
lay out a specific plan of action,
which did not convince us that
she understood the difficulty of
this initiative.
Another core part of Feinman’s platform was creating a
student-accessible list of health
and counseling services in D.C.
The list, currently available on
the Colonial Health Center’s
website – broken down both
by specialty and by health care
provider – was last updated in
the fall of 2015. But Feinman
explained that friends told her
some of the details are outdated,
such as which providers are currently accepting patients.
GW’s list already includes
hundreds of health and counseling services, and updating it
weekly or even monthly would
be a massive undertaking. When
pressed for more details, Feinman
balked, and said that her plan to
rearrange and add positions to
her cabinet would help with her
“research-heavy” initiatives.
Christina Giordano also had
difficulty explaining how she
would implement her ideas.
Her friendly and open
personality is an asset,
but her goals were disappointing, and lacked specifics. Though rooted in
students’ concerns, her
platform is unambitious,
and simply doesn’t reflect an SA president’s
agenda.
Giordano
also
demonstrated a disappointing lack of
research about her
own initiatives –
including the top
priorities in her
platform. For
example, she
hopes to make
groceries more
affordable by
rerouting the
Colonial
Express service to
Safeway. While
it was encouraging that she
had talked to officials about this
idea, she seemed
surprised to learn
that the Safeway
on
Wisconsin
Avenue accepts
GWorld.
And while
we agree with

Giordano that adding substancefree housing for upperclassmen is
a good idea, she struggled to give
an estimate of how many students would be interested in this
initiative, and wasn’t sure how
this housing would be structured.
Similarly, when pressed, Giordano could not explain how any of
her ideas to improve alumni connections differ from what Career
Services and the Alumni Association already offer.
Many of Giordano’s ideas
were too small-scale to make a
measurable difference in student
life. She said her main priority
was a creating an online forum
where students can post feedback for the SA. But this idea
feels more like the goal of an executive vice president – not the
main focus of an SA presidency.
It’s refreshing to hear a candidate discuss new and interesting
topics that no other candidate has
brought up – like substance-free
housing for students in recovery
and more alumni connections for
international students. And her
amiable personality would also
help her negotiate with officials
and listen to student concerns –
so we’re confident she can work
well with others.
Unfortunately, due to a family emergency, Tony Hart was
unable to meet with The Hatchet’s editorial board for an endorsement hearing, nor was he
available to answer questions via
email. It’s more difficult to determine the feasibility of Hart’s platform without meeting with him,
but either way, his goals felt out
of touch with student life. Community service is the main tenant
of his platform, even though GW
and its students already place an
emphasis on giving back.
In our extensive deliberations following these hearings,
we wondered whether we
should endorse anyone for SA
president this year, given our disappointment in these candidates’
platforms. But ultimately, we
believe that Giordano’s personality will allow her to accomplish
some of her goals.
Though she demonstrated
few of the qualities we look for
in a candidate, The Hatchet’s editorial board endorses Christina
Giordano for SA president.
This year’s platforms are
wholly unimpressive and missed
the mark. Ideas were either too
big and impossible to pull off,
too small to make any substantial change or too out of touch
with students’ concerns. Plus, the
candidates all lacked convincing
explanations of how they would
actually bring their ideas to life.
Our ideal SA president is not
among these three candidates,
and as a student body, we should
expect more from those who represent us. A leader has to have
big, important goals – but it’s also
essential to have detailed and
well-researched plans for carrying out those goals.
Vote for Giordano this
Wednesday or Thursday.

T

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

his year, we already know who
will win the Student Association
election for executive vice president. Thomas Falcigno, the current
interim EVP, is running unopposed – a
rare occurrence on this campus.
Having just one option to choose
from for EVP when filling out a ballot isn’t a good thing. In fact, it reflects
poorly on the SA that only one person was brave enough and qualified
enough to step up. All of this, of course,
is beyond Falcigno’s control. Despite
being the only one in the race, he put
an impressive amount of effort into
an ambitious platform. It would have
been easy for him to toss ideas together
at the last minute, avoid researching
his initiatives and leave out students’
concerns. But instead of slacking off,
Falcigno has clearly treated this election just as seriously as last year’s candidates.
For that reason, and because we
believe he has the personality and the
drive to be a leader, The Hatchet’s editorial board endorses Thomas Falcigno
for SA executive vice president.
It’s refreshing that Falcigno has his
own ideas and convictions, and plans
to stick to them. It can sometimes be
difficult for an EVP to concentrate on
his or her own goals, especially when
the SA president needs help accomplishing bigger things. But Falcigno
told us that he doesn’t believe the EVP
and the SA president always have to be
working on the same thing: each can
do their own work independently.
Yes, the student body’s two leaders have to be able to work together.
But we have no doubt that Falcigno’s
friendly demeanor and experience in
the SA will allow him to coordinate
with the SA president while still accomplishing his own goals.
His initiatives are substantial – and
some are even as far-reaching as those
we would expect to find on presidential platforms. His freshman forgiveness plan, in particular, is something that would positively affect
student life at GW for many years
to come.
At first, we had doubts that
allowing students to retake a class
they completed in their first 30
credits was necessary. But Falcigno
defended and explained his plan,
and convinced us that his intent isn’t
to coddle homesick freshmen, but to
make life easier for new students
who are struggling.
His ultimate goal is a
reasonable one: create a
standardized, baseline
forgiveness
policy across all
of GW’s schools,
with
enough
flexibility that
each school can
customize its
policy. It seems
like a fair, wellresearched way
to ensure that
students aren’t
being penalized
for a genuine lack
of experience with
college-level work.
Falcigno did acknowledge that he
didn’t have all the details for the plan worked

out. But he also demonstrated that
he had done extensive research on
freshman forgiveness policies at other
schools. Still, it was disappointing that
he hadn’t reached out to any officials
about whether or not they would be
open to a program like this, so it’s difficult to gauge whether it’s a feasible
initiative.
Such a sweeping change is ambitious, and Falcigno recognizes that
there are limits. But we believe that his
leadership qualities and institutional
knowledge have given him a good
idea about what’s doable – especially
given that he’s already serving as EVP,
and has connections within the SA.
Falcigno was also willing to think
outside of the box. Affordability, for
example, is a cornerstone of two out
of this year’s three presidential platforms. Yet Falcigno was the only one to
breathe new life into a buzzword like
affordability with creative ideas, like
changing transcript fees and allowing
part-time graduate students more time
to drop classes without financial penalty.
Good leaders should also be able
to recognize when they’re wrong, or
when the system breaks down. Falcigno did just that during his hearing
when questioned about the finance
committee’s insensitive comments
about funding a South Asian heritage
event.
Rather than excuse the behavior as
a misstep or lack of knowledge, Falcigno explained that during the process
of transitioning into the EVP role, he
missed some important meetings. Falcigno said that as EVP, he plans to be
at each committee’s meetings to keep
their members on track, and provide
“advice and guidance.”
Policies and ideas aside, we believe Falcigno has the temperament
to be the SA’s EVP. Falcigno is professional, knowledgeable and
genuinely cares about the
issues he presents. His
platform reflects his devotion to the student
body, and his willingness to put students’
wellbeing first – and
those are the best
qualities we could
hope to find in an EVP.
Vote for Falcigno
for SA executive vice
president
this
Wednesday
or Thursday.
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Vote yes on the WMATA referendum

T

his week, students will
be able to express their
interest in discounted
Metro passes in a referendum.
The University is currently negotiating with the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority to provide
students with passes that
would allow them unlimited
access to the Metro system for
just $250 per year. Last month,
the Student Association sent
out a survey to gauge student
interest in the idea. And now,
the SA is asking students to
vote on whether or not they
want GW to continue these
negotiations.

These discounted Metro
passes would undoubtedly
benefit students who use
public transportation often:
Currently, unlimited Metro
passes cost more than $230
for one month, meaning
these passes would be a
massive discount. Because
of these potential financial
benefits, students should
vote yes on the SA’s referendum this week to encourage
the University to continue
these negotiations with
WMATA.
Through this program,
GW would add the $250 fee
on to students’ tuition. But
this fee shouldn’t be a man-
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datory addition to GW’s cost
of attendance, and instead,
students should have the opportunity to opt out. Unfortunately, whether or not the fee
would be mandatory has yet
to be determined.
When continuing these
negotiations, it’s essential that
the SA make the ability to opt
out of buying a Metro pass its
main priority. If this is at all
possible, then we would hope
that the University would
sign on to this program. But
if WMATA insists on making
these passes mandatory for
all students, the SA needs to
push back – unless a majority of students still expressed

interest in the passes through
the survey.
Affordability on campus
is something that student
leaders clearly care about,
since three of the four candidates for the SA’s executive
positions mention affordability in their platforms. We hope
that student leaders would
recognize the importance of
allowing students to opt out.
Not everyone uses the Metro
regularly enough for the unlimited pass to be financially
beneficial, and student leaders should fight for those students’ right to avoid paying
yet another fee.
For others, an unlim-
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ited Metro pass could be a
huge asset. It would make
a substantial dent in some
students’ cost of living – especially those who commute
to internships several days a
week.
GW wouldn’t be the
only school in D.C. trying
this program since students
at American University
have voted on a similar idea,
which has also been successful in other cities. And
it would give students more
opportunities to explore
the District. Resident advisers, for example, could plan
more activities in the city
for their residents because

they’d know that those students have equal access to
public transportation.
Of course, there’s still a
lot left to be worked out, but
it’s important to continue
these conversations. While
the program’s details might
not be perfect, there are many
things we don’t have the answers to, and we need them.
This discounted Metro
pass could be very helpful to
GW students, and allowing
the SA to continue negotiations with GW and WMATA
can only benefit us.
Vote yes on the WMATA
referendum Wednesday or
Thursday.
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CRIME LOG
HARASSMENT

Madison Hall
2/23/2016 -— Various times
Case closed

Two female students reported to the University Police Department that they
received several harassing phone calls from an unknown female caller with
a blocked number.
No suspects or witnesses

WEAPONS VIOLATION

2028 G St. Garage
2/23/16 -— Unknown Time
Case closed

A male student found a single round of ammunition in the ﬁrst ﬂoor lobby
area. The single round of ammunition was turned over to the Metropolitan
Police Department.
Referred for disciplinary action

DRUG LAW VIOLATION
Shenkman Hall
2/25/16 -— 10:50 a.m.
Case closed

UPD responded to a report of drug paraphernalia seen during a health
and safety room inspection. An administrative search yielded drug
paraphernalia and marijuana.
Referred for disciplinary action

THEFT

Marvin Center Bookstore
2/26/16 -— 9:55 a.m.
Case closed

UPD responded to the report of a non-aﬃliated male individual who was
attempting to steal four textbooks totaling more than $1,000. UPD oﬃcers
stopped the man in the Marvin Center lobby and arrested him.
Subject arrested

D.C. Council postpones offcampus policing bill hearing
ROBIN EBERHARDT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
Shenkman Hall
2/26/2016 -— Unknown Time
Open case

A female student reported to UPD that her door decorations had been
ripped up.
Ongoing investigation

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
2100 F St. NW
2/26/16 -— 11:15 p.m.
Case closed

UPD officers were informed by MPD that a female student was arrested for
disorderly conduct and for possessing an open container in public.
Subject arrested, referred for disciplinary action

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

700 Block of 20th Street NW
2/27/16 -— 1:31 a.m.
Case closed

FILE PHOTO BY PAIGE JAMES | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Ward 5 Council member Kenyan McDuffie proposed a bill in December that would allow University Police Department officers to patrol off campus. The D.C. Council has postponed a hearing on that bill.

UPD oﬃcers observed an intoxicated male student who became disorderly
when questioned. He was transported to GW Hospital by EMeRG.
Referred for disciplinary action
—Compiled by Sam Eppler

The D.C. Council has postponed a hearing for the bill that
would allow oﬃcers in the University Police Department to patrol oﬀ campus.
The hearing was scheduled
for March 22, but neighborhood
leaders said the hearing could
now be delayed until the fall. The
bill was proposed in December,
about two years after GW oﬃcials tried to gather support for a
similar initiative, and is the most
formal eﬀort so far to expand the
role of university police forces in
the city.
The hearing was originally
scheduled to be on March 17, a
time many students would be
away for spring break. During a
community meeting last month,
sophomore Eve Zhurbinskiy,
a commissioner for the Foggy
Bottom and West End Advisory

Neighborhood Commission, argued for a date change for the
hearing so that students wishing
to speak at the hearing could attend.
Dionne Calhoun, a spokeswoman for Ward 5 Council
member Kenyan McDuﬃe’s
oﬃce, declined to say why the
hearing was rescheduled, but
said the Council does not have
any updates on another hearing
date for the bill. McDuﬃe proposed the bill, which six Council
members also sponsored.
“I’m going to have to ﬁnd
that out from the committee director,” Calhoun said.
The Student Association
passed a resolution in January
opposing the bill, citing concerns
that allowing UPD oﬃcers to exercise police powers oﬀ campus
could reduce the safety presence
on campus.
At a meeting in February,
community members also asked
the D.C. Council to clarify certain

parts of the measure, like how
the University would track the
crimes that UPD oﬃcers respond
to and which areas are considered on- or oﬀ-campus locations.
Marina Streznewski, the
president of the Foggy Bottom
Association and a longtime Foggy Bottom resident, said she did
not think a hearing on the bill
would happen before the fall.
She said a representative
from McDuﬃe’s oﬃce told her
the Council member planned to
reschedule the meeting because
he needed to prioritize budget
oversight hearings. Streznewski
said the hearing would likely
occur after budget deadlines
in June, and after the Council’s
summer recess.
Streznewski had been planning a training on March 5 to
teach interested community
members how to eﬀectively give
their testimony to the Council.
She canceled the training until
the hearing date is announced.

SEAS inches forward in closing faculty gender gap
LILLIANNA BYINGTON
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

GW’s engineering school
is slowly but surely working
on closing its gender gap.
Thirty-eight percent of
the undergraduate student
population in the School of
Engineering and Applied
Sciences is female, and female enrollment is about 20
percent higher than the national average for engineering schools, the dean of the
school said last week. Faculty
in the school said SEAS has
taken steps toward including
more women, but the ﬁght to
close the gender gap is a long
one.
David Dolling, the dean
of SEAS, said in an email
that, along with GW’s central
diversity oﬃce, the school is
actively recruiting female faculty. He said the school most
recently added three female
faculty members, including
one this year.
“SEAS has been very successful at attracting women
faculty and students, although much more remains

FILE PHOTO BY PAIGE JAMES | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Kim Roddis, a professor of civil and environmental engineering and a
former department chair, said officials should search broadly to find
the most-qualified candidates for open faculty positions.

to be done,” Dolling said.
There are currently no
female department chairs in
the school, a drop from when
three of the school’s then-ﬁve
departments were chaired by
women in 2012. A new biomedical engineering department opened in 2014.
Dolling said about 22
percent of the tenured or tenure-track faculty in SEAS are

women and the school hopes
to greatly grow that number
over the next several years.
More than 60 percent of
the University’s new tenuretrack faculty hires and about
41 percent of full-time faculty
are women.
Kim Roddis, a professor of civil and environmental engineering and a former department chair, said

it’s important that oﬃcials
search broadly to ﬁnd the
most qualiﬁed candidate for
each open faculty spot, adding that some departments
created positions speciﬁcally
for women in areas like mechanical and aerospace engineering.
“As a woman in a position, I would never want
somebody be able to say you
were only hired because you
were a woman,” Roddis said.
“There would have been a
grain of truth to that if somebody had hired me under
aﬃrmative action when the
department got an extra slot
because I was a female.”
Roddis said some departments within SEAS have
achieved diversity without
creating designated positions,
like computer science, her
department, and engineering
management and systems
engineering. She said the
computer science department
made sure that nontraditional
groups were included in the
search process.
Roddis added that in
recent years the civil and en-

vironmental engineering department has had more than
one class graduate where a
majority of the students were
female.
“I am very proud of that
and I think it is largely because
of my colleagues, the faculty
in my department, I think it
is the way we treat people,”
Roddis said. “We don’t care
what package you come in,
we care about what you can
do.”
Julie Ryan, an associate professor of engineering
management and systems
engineering, said that to recruit more women in her
department, oﬃcials put the
word out in as many diverse
publications as possible.
Ryan said research has
shown more diverse project
teams are more likely to come
up with innovative solutions
because of the mix of diﬀering experiences, cultural assumptions and biases.
“When you get that rich
mix you minimize groupthink and you really start
getting more innovative outcomes,” Ryan said.

The engineering management and systems engineering department has hired
about six faculty members
in the past seven years, two
of which were female, Ryan
said.
Ryan said there is a
higher percentage of women
responding to their advertisements for positions, and with
a more diverse applicant
pool, there is a higher probability of them ﬁnding the
most qualiﬁed person in that
area.
Poorvi Vora, a professor of computer science, said
that although SEAS and the
engineering ﬁeld in general
has made steps in the right
direction, it will take a long
time to change the culture in
engineering and in the STEM
ﬁeld in general.
“It is a longer ﬁght because there are all kinds of
cultural assumptions among
faculty and students,” Vora
said. “We are not there yet,
we should not stop because
culture takes a while to
change. We have to keep our
eyes on that ball.”
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Undergraduate team sweeps economic crisis competition
AVERY ANAPOL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A team of economics students proved they know how
to handle a crisis.
Four undergraduate students won ﬁrst place in the
National Association of Business Economic Crisis Game
competition at Brandeis University last month. This is the
second year that a GW team
has participated, and the
ﬁrst time they took home the
champion title.
GW’s team was the only
team of undergraduates in
the competition.
The competition gives
teams four hours to formulate and present a solution
to the economic crisis of an
imaginary country based on
data and information they receive about the country’s geography, demographics and
economy. The international

school of business at Brandeis
University ﬁrst launched the
game four years ago.
The four-member team
spent time researching economic crises throughout history to see how organizations
like the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank have handled them in
the past. As ﬁrst place winners, the team members were
guaranteed interviews for an
internship with Information
Handling Services, a consulting ﬁrm. A GW team of Ph.D.
students came in second
place in the competition last
year.
David Benowitz, a senior, said that the prestige of
the oﬃcials and the competitors made the win especially
gratifying.
“It was more exciting,
I’d say. We got to see the talent that was there, and it was
pretty interesting, especially

when we got in the room just
reading the names of who the
judges were, and their titles
and their positions,” Benowitz said.
The game is a chance for
participants to show oﬀ their
skills to high-proﬁle judges,
who come from the IMF, the
Federal Reserve, IHS and other economic consulting companies. Brandeis is currently
planning to expand the competition to a national level.
Sam Mackey, a senior,
said the students’ economics
courses helped them prepare
for the game.
“The econ professors in
the department here focus a
lot of their teaching around
case studies, real world examples,” Mackey said, adding
that the team used “the general problem-solving skills”
they had learned at GW.
Olga Bespalova, a doctoral candidate in economics

and teaching assistant, said
she helped the team prepare
for their competition against
other teams from Brandeis,
New York and Columbia universities. Bespalova was the
leader of last year’s team of
Ph.D. students at the competition.
“This game is a very good
simulation of what people,
business and government ofﬁcials experience when they
have to solve a problem in a
very short time,” she said.
Anthony Yezer, an economics professor, reached out
to the team after hearing of
their win, in hopes they will
represent the University in an
upcoming policy case competition hosted by Columbia
University.
Yezer said the win did
not come as a surprise because the work he and his
colleagues assign in their
economics courses trains stu-
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Left to right, Akash Katakam, Yuzhong Deng, Sam Mackey and David
Benowitz are part of a team of undergraduates that won an economic
crisis competition at Brandeis University last month.

dents for the kind of problemsolving used in the competition.
“I expect our students to
win. We train the students
properly,” Yezer said. “If you
talk to some of our seniors

who have gone through the
case study part of their job
interviews, and you ask them
what the case studies were
like, they’ll tell you it was like
the problem sets that they got
in our classes.”

After divestment rejection, student leaders forge ahead
AVERY ANAPOL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Student activists are
brainstorming ways to move
forward after a failed attempt
to bring fossil fuel divestment
to a Board of Trustees vote.
The University will not
remove fossil fuel investments from its $1.6 billion
endowment, oﬃcials conﬁrmed last week. Members
of Fossil Free GW said they
are disappointed by the announcement and will keep
being vocal about the issue
in hopes of changing the administration’s views.
In a meeting last week,
University oﬃcials told
members of Fossil Free GW
they would not recommend
divestment to the Board. Ofﬁcials cited GW’s historic
stance of non-divestment in
their reasoning, according to
a press release published by
Fossil Free GW. GW does not
release details of its investment portfolio – like how
much is invested in fossil
fuels.

MARCH 2015:
Student
referendum

MAY 2015:

ZACHARY SLOTKIN | HATCHET DESIGNER

Frank Fritz, a member
of Fossil Free GW, said the
next step in the battle for divestment is to make trustees
aware of what he calls “inherent hypocrisy” on the part of
the administration.
“When you say all of
these things but are still invested in coal, you are making
a contradictory statement,”
Fritz said. “You are gambling
against our future.”
The decision not to divest
from fossil fuels comes nearly
one year after more than 70
percent of students who voted in last year’s Student Association elections said they
supported divestment. Members of Fossil Free lobbied for
a month to get the measure

on the ballot, turning out in
large numbers at SA meetings
and watching their bill originally fail over confusion in the
wording in the referendum.
Fritz and about 10 other
students lobbied trustees outside of February’s Board of
Trustees meeting, where he
said they found many board
members were not aware of
the movement.
“It was a total breakdown of communication between students, through the
referendum, and the Board of
Trustees,” Fritz said.
Deputy Executive Vice
President and Treasurer Ann
McCorvey and Meghan
Chapple, director of sustainability, met with student

grams by bringing in faculty
who are ready to further their
careers here,” Knapp said in
an interview last month.
He added that the shift
from part-time to full-time
faculty is happening within
the schools, not from the administrative level.
Knapp said most peer
institutions are replacing fulltime faculty with part-time
faculty to save money, while
GW made the choice to invest in more tenured faculty.
This decision, which comes
with an expensive investment to bring the professors
to the University, can pay oﬀ
over time as those faculty
bring more research money
into the schools.
Dianne Martin, the vice
provost for faculty aﬀairs,
said more than 170 of the
400 faculty who have been
hired since 2008 are in fulltime, tenure-track positions.
She said some of those fulltime positions have replaced
part-time positions in certain
schools or departments.
“In some cases, as we
bring new full-time faculty

into our community, these
newly created positions have
led to less reliance on parttime faculty in some departments,” Martin said in an
email.
Martin added that the
number of part-time faculty
members ﬂuctuates depending on whether or not they
are brought to GW to teach
courses, sometimes for one
semester at a time.
The women’s studies
and creative writing departments have both lost adjunct
faculty members this year
due to budget restrictions,
though Knapp said the decision to focus on full-time
faculty now is not budgetrelated. Ben Vinson, the dean
of the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences, said the
creative writing and women’s studies positions would
all be replaced with full-time,
tenure-track positions.

Officials prioritize hiring
full-time faculty
JANNA PARAMORE
HATCHET REPORTER

GW is eliminating parttime faculty positions to
increase the number of fulltime faculty, oﬃcials said.
The administration has
been cutting down on some
part-time faculty positions
in favor of hiring full-time,
tenure-track faculty members, University President
Steven Knapp said. Faculty
say while tenured faculty
with top job security may be
the most committed to GW,
departments have also lost
long-term adjunct faculty
members through the shift.
Knapp said moving toward hiring more tenured
faculty members and fewer
adjuncts is a goal of the University’s decade-long strategic plan. He said the move
toward the long-term faculty
members would improve
programs and give professors and researchers a chance
to permanently establish
their careers at GW.
“We are trying to
strengthen academic pro-

READ MORE ONLINE
GWHATCHET.COM

13 fires in residence hall kitchens
From Page 1
recent years, and said ﬁre drills are conducted
at every residence hall twice a year.
“The ﬁre safety equipment is standardized across all buildings, no matter the age of
the building, and are built or installed to code,
then tested on an annual basis,” Darnell said.
“All of our multilevel residence halls are built
with stone or bricks with plaster walls and
thus are more ﬁre resistant than a typical family residence built from wood and drywall.”
Darnell said students “receive a variety
of information about safety and security systems and processes during ﬂoor meetings and
a range of other education sessions” like the
Safety and Security Expo held each fall.
Currently, GW does not hold any mandatory ﬁre prevention programs for students living on campus. All incoming freshmen who
attend Colonial Inauguration are encouraged
to review ﬁre safety information.
Darnell added that all residence halls have
ﬁre evacuation plans pasted inside every door.

Fossil fuel
divestment
timeline

Fossil Free GW
leaders meet with
officials for the first
time

“GW is doing pretty well based on our statistics, but there is always room for improvement,” Judy Comoletti, the division manager
for public education at NFPA, said. “Cooking
ﬁres are not only the leading cause in dorms,
but the leading cause in general.”
When a ﬁre alarm is pulled in a residence
hall, University Police Department oﬃcers respond to the source to verify the severity of the
alarm. If an active ﬁre is veriﬁed, UPD oﬃcers
would report the incident to the Metropolitan
Police Department and D.C. Fire and EMS,
who become the lead agencies in the emergency situation.
Kevin McSweeney, the ﬁre marshal at
University of Delaware, said starting next semester, his university is oﬀering an optional
course on cooking safety. The course is not for
credit and is free for students.
“The course is focused on how to set the
microwave properly and cooking safety,” McSweeney said. “We are oﬀering it because students have requested it and they want better
results in their cooking skills.”

Source: Frank Fritz, Fossil Free GW Organizer

leaders multiple times over
the past year about divestment. McCorvey and Chapple were originally supposed
to announce the University’s
stance last fall.
Chapple said in an email
that the University does not
believe that divestment is
the only or best way to address climate change. In June
2014, the University entered a
partnership with GW Hospital and American University
to derive more solar energy
from an energy company in
North Carolina, and sustainability has been a priority under University President Steven Knapp’s administration.
Chapple said student
leadership is instrumental in

addressing GW’s environmental impact.
“We value the ongoing
dialogue with our students
who have devoted a signiﬁcant amount of thought
and energy to these issues,”
Chapple said.
Universities like Stanford
and Georgetown universities
have chosen to divest in the
past few years.
Erika Feinman, a candidate for SA president, said
at a sustainability town hall
event last week that she was
disappointed by the administration’s decision.
“I have a serious issue
with people taking precedence into account,” Feinman
said.

Christina Giordano, another presidential candidate,
said the administration’s
decision warrants adding a
student voice to the Board of
Trustees.
“We need to represent
what students want,” Giordano said. “As SA president, it’s
your job to advocate for what
they want.”
Nikolas Michael, a member of Fossil Free GW, said the
group will continue conversations with administrators
and work with other student
groups to push for divestment.
Michael said Fossil Free
GW will also reach out to student groups that do not focus
on sustainability to show the
Board of Trustees that wide
swaths of the student body
support divestment.
“It would be very productive for us to work with
all the communities on this
campus,” Michael said. “This
is not just our issue. This is
an issue that all the students
have a stake in.”
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Revamped DC Bound program will emphasize leadership, citizenship
AVERY ANAPOL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

An iconic summer program for freshmen is getting
a facelift this year.
DC Bound, a program
for freshmen to explore D.C.
and meet each other before
school starts, will now focus
on teaching incoming students leadership skills while
still showing them tourist
attractions.
Associate Dean of Students Tim Miller, who created the original version of
the program about a decade
ago, said the changes will
bring it in line with GW’s
strategic plan.
“We’re probably still going to go to the Lincoln, but
instead of just, ‘Hey, isn’t
this view great?’ we might
talk about Abraham Lincoln for a couple of minutes
while we’re on the steps,”
Miller said.
He said the changes will
not be extreme, and are just
the latest adjustments to the
program. He said oﬃcials
in the Center for Student
Engagement will work with
former guides over the summer to make the changes.

“If we keep doing the
same program every year,
then I think we’re not adjusting to our students
and not adjusting to their
needs,” he said.
The Colonial Inauguration website now advertises
a program called Leadership Exploration and Development GW instead of DC
Bound, and describes LEAD
GW as a program designed
to help students start their
journey as leaders at GW.
“During the three days
before move-in you will have
deep conversations, practice
your leadership skills and
explore D.C.’s history in civic
leadership with current GW
students as your guides,” the
website said.
Miller added that it’s
important that some fun
aspects of the program still
exist, like learning how to
use the Metro and visiting
museums. Now, he and past
guides are ﬁnding ways to
work leadership elements
into the activities that already make up the program.
“You can’t sort of shove
crazy leadership stuﬀ down
their throat on day one,”
Miller said. “It’s more about

showing them their leadership potential, what they’ll
be able to accomplish here
and then after they graduate.”
The DC Bound program is led by returning
students and currently takes
place over three days before
school starts. Leaders accompany students to multiple optional destinations,
such as the National Portrait
Gallery and the National
Mall.
Caroline Anapol, a former DC Bound leader, said
a larger, more comprehensive program would beneﬁt students. She said that
combining elements of CI
and DC Bound into one program would help students
become oriented with both
campus and the city more
eﬀectively.
Anapol also said the
extra costs required to attend DC Bound can deter
students from attending. In
past years, the program has
cost about $200. The website
does not yet list the price of
LEAD GW.
“DC Bound is not an
all-inclusive program,” she
said. “You have to pay an
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When students visit the Lincoln Memorial during DC Bound this summer, they’ll be encouraged to think
about more than just their Instagram account. Officials are trying to make the program more focused on
leadership skills this year.

extra amount, meaning only
a very small percentage of
the freshman class attend.”
Jordan Mullaney, a
freshman who participated
in DC Bound last summer
said the program shouldn’t

SMPA professor earns Brookings,
Harvard appointments

focus on topics already covered at CI.
“Most of what we
learned at DC Bound had
already been taught at CI,”
Mullaney said. “Our time
and money would have

Ammunition found
on campus four times

AVERY ANAPOL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

LIZ PROVENCHER
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

A School of Media and
Public Aﬀairs professor
will serve concurrent appointments at two prestigious institutions this fall.
Steven Livingston, a
professor of media and
public aﬀairs, will take a
sabbatical to be a visiting
scholar at the Brookings Institution from May through
December to research how
human rights organizations use modern technologies. He will also be working as a fellow at the Carr
Center for Human Rights
Policy at Harvard University from September through
December.
Livingston’s research
examines how organizations like Amnesty International use technologies
like satellite imaging and
DNA matching to identify
instances of large-scale human rights abuses, and to
build a case for holding
perpetrators accountable.
Forensic anthropologists
in Guatemala use this
technology to identify the
remains of people killed in
civil war.
Livingston said these
fellowships will contribute
to what he teaches in his
courses in the Elliott School
of International Aﬀairs and
SMPA. Much of Livingston’s teaching has to do
with eﬀect of information
communication technology
on politics and policy. He
will return to teach in the
fall of 2017.
“Teaching informs research. Research informs
teaching,” Livingston said.
“If you’re doing that, then
it’s a good combination.”
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Steven Livingston, a professor of media and public affairs, will hold two prestigious research positions next fall at Harvard University and the Brookings Institution while he is on a sabbatical.

Last
semester,
he
worked on his research in
Germany through a fellowship with the Free University of Berlin.
Livingston said he
hopes to expand his current
research by examining how
international organizations
use technology to monitor
and combat environmental
issues and other international problems.
“Those same satellites
that are being used to monitor human rights abuses
are also being used to
monitor receding glaciers,”
Livingston said. “There are
all kinds of ways in which
these technologies are being used.”
Livingston said working at GW and living in
D.C. has been one of the
greatest assets to his research because of the access to research centers like

Brookings.
“One of the great
things about the work that
I’m doing is that so many
of the people I’d want to
talk to are actually here in
Washington, and they’re
right here at GW,” Livingston said.
Livingston has covered
similar topics in his courses
since coming to GW in
1991. He taught a Dean’s
Seminar on globalization
from 2008 to 2009, which
he said inspired and aided
his current work. Through
teaching this course, Livingston traveled with students to Peru, Chile, Malaysia and Singapore, where
they explored historical
landmarks and locations
like the torture centers used
during Pinochet’s regime in
Chile.
“The work I’m doing
now has been gestating

and percolating ever since
GW saw ﬁt to send me and
these students oﬀ to these
opportunities,” Livingston
said.
SMPA Director Frank
Sesno said that being a visiting scholar at a place like
Brookings is no small honor, but is not uncommon
among GW professors.
“While it’s a loss for
our students for him not
to be with us for the duration of his fellowship, over
time it is an enormous net
gain because his scholarship and his connections in
the ﬁeld make it even more
valuable,” Sesno said.
Sesno added that having professors become visiting scholars at other institutions brings additional real
world insight and expertise
to the University, which
can improve teaching and
research.

been better spent with a
heavier emphasis on handson city life and building relationships.”
—Jacqueline Thomsen
and Jeanine Marie contributed
reporting.

Ammunition has been
found on campus at least four
times so far this year, according to the GW crime log.
Possessing ﬁrearm ammunition is a violation of
GW’s weapons policy. Of the
seven total weapons violations logged so far in 2016,
at least four of them were reports of students or oﬃcers in
the University Police Department ﬁnding ammunition on
campus property.
The number of weapons
violations so far this year has
already surpassed the six violations in 2015.
Still, one UPD oﬃcer,
who spoke on the condition
of anonymity because UPD
oﬃcers are not allowed to
talk to media, said no weapons “of any kind” should be
found on campus.
“I don’t think it’s something we ﬁnd very often,” the
oﬃcer said. “It’s pretty rare.”
A female student in West
Hall found a round of ammunition in a washing machine
on Feb. 20, UPD Detective
Matthew Robinson said in a
meeting later that week.
In the same week, a student reported ﬁnding a single
round of ammunition in the

parking garage at 2028 G St.,
according to the crime log.
UPD oﬃcers responded
after ammunition was found
in a room in Mitchell Hall
during a health and safety
room inspection in January.
Oﬃcers gave the ammunition to the Metropolitan Police Department and referred
the student to GW’s disciplinary oﬃce.
Over winter break, UPD
oﬃcers found an ammunition belt in a Thurston Hall
room and concluded that it
was a prop from a Halloween costume purchased at an
Army surplus store, according to the crime log.
UPD Chief RaShall
Brackney said GW’s policy
on weapons includes a ban
on “ﬁrearms, explosives,
weapons, ammunition or any
item that may be construed as
such” for anyone on campus.
Brackney declined to
conﬁrm the number of incidents where ammunition
was found on campus this
year and declined to comment on why the number of
violations has increased since
2015.
She also declined to comment on how ammunition
could have gotten into public places like the parking
garage, or in the West Hall
washing machine.

Paid Administrative Assistant Position Available
Personal Assistant to Georgetown Businessman

$15 per hour
12-15 hours per week, 20+ hours available during summer
Prefer minimum of 1 year committment
Computer science or business majors preferred
Graduate or Undergraduate students
GPA above 3.0 preferred
Walking distance from campus
Email resume to eadent3@gmail.com
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D.C. cuts funding for elementary school programs at local arts center
SOPHIE KAPLAN
HATCHET REPORTER

Community members
are pushing back against a
decision to cut funding to the
Fillmore Arts Center, a center
in Georgetown that hosts art
programs for ﬁve elementary
schools.
The ﬁve public schools
– Key, Ross, Marie Reed,
Hyde-Addison and Stoddert – will have art programs at their respective
locations instead of at the
Fillmore after city oﬃcials cut the program by
$500,000, a spokeswoman
for D.C. Public Schools said.
The change could save
the city money, but a leader at
the Fillmore said the schools
are overcrowded and don’t
have space to dedicate to the
arts.
Each school dedicates
one day of the week to bus
their students to Fillmore
to take classes like theater,
dance, pottery and digital
arts. The Fillmore and two of
the schools are in Ward 2, the
same ward as Foggy Bottom.

GW acquired the Fillmore building last winter as
part of its merger with the
Corcoran College of Art + Design. Oﬃcials sold the building to a nonproﬁt called the
S&R Foundation last spring.
John Claud, the president
of the board at Fillmore, said
he was “shocked” to ﬁnd out
that funding was cut.
“We had no idea it was
coming,” he said. “It really
shakes our conﬁdence in
these folks to work with us
and consider us as parental
partners in their education.”
Claud said he wished
DCPS would engage parents
of students at the impacted
schools and the board before
making decisions aﬀecting
the school’s funding.
“Why can’t we talk about
this before these cuts were
made?” Claud said. “The
lack of engagement is really
frustrating.”
A group of parents and
community members called
“Friends of Fillmore” created
a petition at least two weeks
ago to restore the previous
arts program at Fillmore to
the children attending the

ﬁve schools. More than 1,200
people have signed the petition so far.
The organizers of the
petition are also encouraging community members to
reach out to DCPS, the D.C.
Council and the mayor’s ofﬁce directly about the arts
center.
Michelle
Lerner,
a
spokeswoman for DCPS,
said having students participate in arts programs in their
schools will cut back on transportation and administrative
costs. She said the city budget allocates $17.5 million for
elementary schools to have
art, physical education and
language at their respective
schools.
“At one time, more
schools participated in Fillmore, which made the program more cost eﬀective,
but we cannot continue to
fund this program for ﬁve
schools,” Lerner said.
Lerner said that DCPS
spends about $458 per student for art programming
and that the students will
have arts education in
a “school-based model”
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City officials cut funding for an arts program that bussed students from five local schools to
the Fillmore Arts Center in Georgetown.

where teachers in their respective school teach art
and music.
“Providing arts and
music instruction is criti-

cal to the success of our
students in providing a
well-rounded education,”
Lerner said. “We will work
with the leaders of each of

these ﬁve schools to ensure that students have
robust arts and music programming and space to do
so.”

Cybersecurity research grants increase as focus on field grows
LILLIANNA BYINGTON
CONTRIBUTING NEWS EDITOR

From voting security to
cyberspace across the disciplines, GW researchers are
receiving more funding for
research in the growing ﬁeld
of cyber security.
The number of grants researchers have received from
the National Science Foundation to research security and
cybersecurity has doubled in
the past ﬁve ﬁscal years, according to documents detailing the grants. Researchers at
GW said that cybersecurity
is a growing issue and more
interdisciplinary work is expanding the ﬁeld.
In 2015, GW received
more than 10 grants from
NSF to study cyberspace and
computer security. In 2010,
University researchers received funding for about ﬁve
grants.
Poorvi Vora, a professor of computer science,

received an NSF grant in
2014 for more than $600,000
to continue her research on
the future of voting and the
veriﬁcation of election outcomes. She said her previous
research developed a voting
system where voters and observers can audit an election
without being required to
trust election oﬃcials or voting system software.
“The key point is that
this information is democratized, meaning the information about why we think
that the outcome of this election is correct is made available to everyone,” Vora said.
Vora said that if someone tries to rig the election
and change votes, there is
a high probability it would
be detected. She said the
system works in that each
ballot has a speciﬁc conﬁrmation number and they
put all the conﬁrmation
numbers by ballot identiﬁcation.
“In our case there is less
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Poori Vora, a professor of computer science, received a
National Science Foundation grant in 2014 for more than
$600,000 to continue her research on the future of voting.

emphasis on procedure and
more on making this information available to the public,” Vora said. “Anybody
can check that the tally is
correct.”
Vora said the end goal is
to use cryptography, which
she described as “the sci-

ence of secret code,” to solve
security problems within
civil participation, and that
goal is not restricted to the
United States. She said she
was among 30 experts who
spoke with the Indian government last year about
Internet voting, which she

Alumna works to ‘find a balance’ as district judge
LILLIANNA BYINGTON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

An alumna is ruling on
federal cases in the same
courtroom as one of the biggest legal proceedings in history.
United States District
Judge Tanya Chutkan, who
graduated in 1983, is one of
the only district judges to
complete her undergraduate
degree at GW. After almost
two years of sitting in the
same courtroom where the
Watergate proceedings took
place, Chutkan said she’s realized she can’t solve all of
society’s problems from her
spot at the front of the courtroom, but has learned to just
take one case at a time.
“I have never lost my
freedom but I certainly don’t
want to, having been in
enough prisons and jails,”
Chutkan said. “On the other
hand, there are people who
have done terrible things
and are very dangerous to
the community, and I took an
oath to make the hard decisions.”

President Barack Obama
appointed Chutkan to the
bench in 2014, making her the
third black woman to serve in
the D.C. District Court. She
said that she mainly works
with federal cases like FOIA
disputes and spends a great
deal of time deliberating before making her decisions.
Chutkan, who is 53, said
she was one of the ﬁrst minority lawyers when she
began practicing law in the
District in 1987. Still, she said
older lawyers looked out for
her and other younger minority lawyers.
“People can speak very
knowledgeably about world
aﬀairs and politics,” Chutkan
said. “If you are a minority
practicing law, this is a very
good town to be in because
you weren’t always the only
one.”
Chutkan, who grew up
in Jamaica, said she applied
to GW without her parents
knowing and got her acceptance letter while her parents
were away in another country. She said that by the time
she received her acceptance
letter, she only had a week to

get to GW.
“My brother and sister
and I were staying at home
with our aunt and this big
fat letter came that had taken
weeks to get there, and it was
from GW,” Chutkan said.
“My brother and sister went
out to greet my parents, and
they asked, ‘Where is Tanya?’
and my sister said, ‘She went
to college.’ My mom burst
into tears.”
After graduating from
GW, Chutkan received her
law degree from University
of Pennsylvania. She said
that it was a “no-brainer”
for her to come back to D.C.
after law school because, as
an immigrant, living in a city
where the people are worldly
has made her feel more comfortable.
Chutkan said the hardest part of her job is sentencing, and that she has to make
tough decisions on punishment, deterrence and rehabilitation. She said that, as
someone who represented
people in jail for many years,
she struggles to “ﬁnd a balance.”
“It really gets to you after
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Alumna Tanya Chutkan, who graduated in 1983, is the third black woman to serve in D.C.
District Court.

a while seeing what feels like
an endless parade of young
people, young black men
especially, go into the criminal justice system,” Chutkan
said. “But I didn’t take this
job or apply for this job until
I felt like I could do all aspects
of it – that includes sentencing.”

said can not yet be done securely.
Hua Wu, a doctoral student working with Vora,
said in an email that he is
in charge of writing the protocol in the voting systems’
security research. Wu said
their research has found
some vulnerabilities in existing voting protocols that
they are now trying to ﬁx.
“We are also trying to
use a new way to think
about this issue, which
could make the solution
more realistic and more rational,” Wu said. “Our goals
are making our protocol as
secure as possible, meanwhile making it more usable.”
Lance Hoﬀman, the codirector of the Cyber Security and Privacy Research Institute, received a $100,000
grant from the NSF in 2015
to hold a workshop as a part
of his NSF-funded research
to study how social and
computer scientists work

together in cybersecurity
research.
Hoﬀman created the
ﬁrst cybersecurity course
at University of California,
Berkeley in 1970 and established GW’s computer
security program in 1977.
Hoﬀman said cybersecurity
research has come into focus as governments work
to keep themselves secure
online.
Hoﬀman said about 30
cybersecurity researchers,
all grantees working on
projects, came to the workshop. He said the center is
now writing up a report
based on the workshop to
share the results on how
researchers can better work
together from diﬀerent disciplines.
“This will inform various stakeholders on what
we can do better,” Hoﬀman
said. “No one can know all
of this stuﬀ so we have to
cross-fertilize to learn all of
this together.”
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SOULCYCLE COUNTRY
HITS RIDE
SoulCycle West End

MIIKE SNOW

9:30 Club

9:30 Club

Mar. 9 • $35

Mar 8 • $25

Mar. 7 • Free
Start your week off right by
working up a sweat to country
music’s best.

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

TROYE SIVAN

This Australian singer who got his start
on YouTube recently released his first
album “Blue Neighbourhood.”

This Swedish indie pop trio
is promoting its brand new
album “iii.”

Mar. 9, 2006: Pi Beta Phi sorority returns to campus.

Alumni couple plans Pi Day wedding at &pizza
CATHERINE MORAN
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

This Pi Day, two alumni will tie the knot at a local pizza shop.
Jennifer Bester and
Jon Julio, who have been
together for one and a
half years, will get married at &pizza on March
14 as part of the pizza
chain’s Pi Day wedding
promotion. Couples can
get married or renew their
vows at the shop’s Columbia Heights location,
complete with an officiant, a photographer and
free pizza.
The couple, who met
on Match.com, was one of
the first to sign up for the
unusual ceremony.
“We’re able to have a
little bit of tradition but
in a totally nontraditional
setting,” Bester said.
Bester and Julio attended GW as graduate
students. Bester graduated in 2007 with a degree
in forensic science and
Julio graduated the same
year with a degree in engineering management.
They ended up working
for the same company,
Booz Allen Hamilton, a
management consulting
firm in Virginia where Julio works as a consultant
and Bester as an engineer.
When they first met
over drinks at a tavern
and a spontaneous polo
match afterward in 2014,
the two had no idea that
they traveled in such similar circles.
“It’s such a big world
and it’s made so small
when you realize how
much you have in com-

&Pizza has invited couples to get married at its Columbia Heights location on Pi Day.

mon,” Blester said.
The two also shared a
love of sports, and their
runs through D.C. often
ended at the &pizza on
Dupont Circle. Bester
signed up for &pizza’s
email list so they would
be in the loop for the “little parties” that &pizza
occasionally throws.
When Bester heard
about &pizza’s Pi Day
matrimonial
services
through the listserv, she

responded immediately.
“I saw the pictures and
it looked like any venue –
very classy – and we were
like ‘deal sealed,’” Bester
said.
The couple said they
first dreamed of a wedding on Pi Day since this
time last year, when they
ran the Baltimore Shamrock 5K in special-ordered
green Pi Day shirts.
Bester especially has a
connection with the num-

‘Inversity’ combines charity and social justice
JOSEPH KONIG
HATCHET REPORTER

Twenty-six students have
set out on a mission to promote inclusion and diversity
through a grant-issuing nonproﬁt: the Inversity Foundation.
The students created the
Inversity Foundation this semester as part of a required
capstone seminar for junior
and senior students majoring
in human services and social
justice. The class, which Dean
of Student Aﬀairs Peter Konwerski teaches each spring,
requires students to create a
nonproﬁt over the course of
the semester.
Students in the course
must pick an area of interest
and form a plan to create a
nonproﬁt which will give out
grants to D.C. charities. Past
examples include distributing grants to boost education for at-risk public school
students and the promotion
of literacy in a D.C. youth detention center.
Katie Alston, a member

of the class, said they focused
on diversity because of the
recent national conversation
about civil rights.
“Since we have people
like Donald Trump who are
running for oﬃce, diversity
and inclusion are very important in everyday life,” Alston
said. “A lot of people don’t
get the beneﬁt of the doubt.”
The students have $7,500
to distribute this year, thanks
to a donation from the Learning by Giving Foundation. In
addition to these funds, the
Inversity Foundation plans on
raising up to an extra $2,500.
The capstone seminar is
designed to provide students
with real-world experience in
their ﬁeld before they graduate. The students are required
to handle every aspect of running a nonproﬁt, from coming up with their own mission statement and objectives
to evaluating complex grant
proposals and distributing
funds to the most appropriate organizations.
Applicants are required
to submit their own organi-

zational objectives, a speciﬁc
project for which they require
funding and include ﬁnancial information like annual
budgets, sources of revenue
and information on their taxexemption status.
The application is due
on April 1 and anyone in the
D.C. metropolitan area can
apply, although many GW
student organizations will
be ineligible due to their lack
of a tax-exempt designation.
The foundation will award
grants ranging from $2,500
to $10,000 by the end of the
semester.
Senior Travis McCown,
who is on the board of the
foundation, said the experiential class was one of the
main reasons he chose to
major in human services and
social justice.
“The power and ability to
give such an important sum
of money to a nonproﬁt that
is doing such good, at our
discretion, in a group of my
peers, to have that is such
a unique experience,” McCown said.
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ber Pi thanks to her job as
a senior lead technologist.
“Pi goes on for infinity, like love. It has so
much in common with it,”
Bester said.
After Julio popped the
question at Andrews Air
Force Base in Maryland,
the two planned to “save
the date” for Pi Day. The
mathematically inclined
couple searched high and
low for simple venues
that spoke to their love

of Pi, eventually settling
between an Albert Einstein celebration at Princeton University or staying
close to home in Virginia.
Though it may be unconventional, Bester said
the low-key profile of a
pizza shop wedding was
exactly what they were
looking for.
“After a certain age
you don’t want pomp
and circumstance,” Bester
said.

&pizza and Pop! Wedding Co. also handle the
logistics of each pizzaholics’ wedding, providing
a professional photographer, food for the reception (hint: it’s cheesy) and
co-founder of Pop! Wedding Co. Steven Gaudaen
as the officiant.
The service is completely free for the couples. The only thing the
couples have to contribute are their marriage licenses.
Although the basic
venue is the same, each
couple is encouraged to
throw in their unique
touches to the wedding to
jazz up the ceremony.
“They really allowed
us to make it our own, in
a lot of really cool ways,”
Bester said.
Julio and Bester added
a meaningful Bible verses
and quotes to their wedding and requested that
Bester ’s father give her
away at the ceremony,
which will start at 9:30
a.m. so friends and family
can beat the traffic.
Other couples will filter in later for their own
impromptu
weddings,
with the whole event ending at 8 p.m.
Don’t have a wedding invite? That’s okay
– &pizza will still be open
to regular customers on
that day, so anyone can
celebrate on the special
day.
“One of our favorite
Pi Day quotes is: ‘Love is
like pi – natural, irrational and very important,’”
Bester said.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

BASEBALL

A-10 Tournament
2:30 p.m. • Thursday
GW takes on the winner
between George Mason
and Saint Louis in a
quarterfinals matchup.

NUMBER
CRUNCH

5

at Maryland
4 p.m. • Wednesday
The Colonials head up to
College Park for a local
game against the Terrapins.

The number of points women’s basketball allowed Duquesne to score in the fourth
quarter of GW’s win in the Atlantic 10 Championship game.

First ‘meaningful’ March brings pressure and excitement for transfers
NORA PRINCIOTTI
SPORTS EDITOR

The month of March rolls
around every year, bringing with
it mud, slush and, for college basketball fans, all the madness of the
NCAA Tournament.
This year, the month teased, giving February one more frosty day
on the calendar. For a few members
of the men’s basketball team, 24 extra hours wasn’t too much to ask.
They’ve been waiting a long time
for March 2016.
For them, it’s a diﬀerent kind
of Leap Year: Players like Matt Hart
and Alex Mitola are playing the ﬁrst
years of their college careers with
the chance to go dancing. For Mitola, a graduate student, it’s his only
chance to make it. Their path became steeper Saturday following an
87‒80 loss at Davidson, but the team
still controls its own destiny in next
week’s Atlantic 10 Tournament. Being in the mix is a constant pressure,
but it sure beats being out of it.
“It’s fun to still be playing meaningful games in March,” Mitola said
in an interview Wednesday. “So it’s
deﬁnitely been new for me. The Ivy
League doesn’t have a conference
tournament, so I haven’t played a
meaningful game in March in my career so far. So I’m really enjoying it.”
It was about this time of year
for the last three years that Mitola
would go into a little funk. His season over just at the moment when
the college basketball world lights

up, he’d try to shut it all out. Mitola
said he never watched many NCAA
Tournament games while he was
at Dartmouth, where he started all
three years before graduating early
to become immediately eligible as a
transfer.
He never ﬁlled out a bracket.
“They’re your peers, people
you’re competing against, playing
where you want to play, and it’s just
kind of frustrating,” Mitola said.
“Plus after a long season and whatnot, it’s kind of the last thing I’d really want to watch – people being
where I would rather be.”
The downside of playing with
something to lose is, well, losing.
After allowing Davidson to score at
will in a game that could have kept
them in the at-large conversation,
players walked oﬀ the court sulking
and dejected. Hart and Mitola combined for GW’s only bench points in
the game, but each only scored once
and did little else to ﬁll the stat sheet.
The rest of the month will deﬁne
GW’s year. No matter how it ends,
though, both Mitola and Hart have
had career highlights this season.
For both of them, beating thenNo. 6 Virginia. aﬃrmed their decisions to transfer and play at a
higher level. Cavaliers star Malcolm
Brogdon is “100 percent,” Hart said,
his favorite player in college basketball. Suddenly, the two were playing
against each other on national television.
“I guarded him for two possessions,” Hart said. “And I don’t think

he scored on me, yeah, so I can always say that. He’s deﬁnitely my
favorite. He’s awesome.”
For Mitola, the size of the stage
was a satisfying thrill.
“On national television with all
my friends and family watching?
That was like, ‘Yeah. I think that’s
what I wanted to do,’” Mitola said.
But Virginia was back in November. Since then, both players
have done more work to carve out
their roles on the team. Mitola has
spent more and more time playing
on the ball, and his on-court chemistry with other players has improved.
Hart said he had to adjust to playing
against Division I players, then adjust all over again to the intensity of
the conference season.
Through all of the challenges,
they’re part of something they used
to envy. Hart watches a ton of college basketball, but now gets to root
for the teams that GW has beaten
and raise the stakes for himself. He
and Tyler Cavanaugh watched the
Virginia‒North Carolina game on
Feb. 27 and, as it came down to the
wire, was in the moment just like
any fan. But when Virginia won, the
boost to GW’s RPI was a nice added
bonus.
“It’s so much fun and this is exactly what I want to be doing at this
point. At Hamilton, my season was
done Feb. 15 or something,” Hart
said. “I don’t know what it’s like being in real March basketball, so this
is a lot of fun.”
Hart’s eyes light up over how
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Head coach Mike Lonergan speaks to guards Alex Mitola and Matt Hart, both
transfers, in the game against Duquesne earlier this season.

“crazy” the Atlantic 10 Conference
has been over the past few weeks,
how any team could make a run. It’s
hard to put blinders on, he admits.
“We don’t talk about it but we
do talk about it,” Hart said. “Especially between the guys, we’re talking about it like, ‘Oh this is all we
need to do, if we can just get a couple
more.’ But yeah, I mean, it’s always
there. I don’t think it’s like – people
say you shouldn’t talk about it. But I
think, if that’s what you want to do,
it doesn’t matter – you’re going to
go out and do it.”
The path to the big dance has
narrowed for the Colonials. It’s possible that a very strong showing in

the A-10 Tournament, which GW
begins on Thursday, could bump
them up into the ﬁeld of 68 teams.
Their best chance, though, would
be to win the A-10 Tournament outright and receive an automatic bid.
It’s not a good chance, but it is a
chance. What once was a fantasy for
players like Hart and Mitola could
still come to life.
“I’d be surprised if anyone
hadn’t imagined themselves hitting
one of those shots to win a game
in the NCAA Tournament,” Mitola
said. “That’s what everyone talks
about when they talk about March
Madness.”

As postseason hopes hang in balance, men’s basketball tries for deep run in Brooklyn
MARK EISENHAUER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Men’s basketball opens
postseason play Thursday in
Brooklyn as the No. 5 seed in
this year’s Atlantic 10 Tournament.
GW’s 2015‒2016 campaign is deﬁned in large part
by a defense whose inconsistency provided both highs
and lows throughout the
year, and has a once-nationally ranked GW sitting on
the far outskirts of the NCAA
Tournament bubble with a
handful of bad losses.

Signiﬁcant non-conference results, like wins over
No. 4 Virginia, Seton Hall
and Tennessee bolster the
team’s resume, but defeats at
the hands of less formidable
teams like DePaul, Saint Louis and Richmond severely
hurt the Colonials’ case for an
at-large bid to the Big Dance.
After dropping their ﬁnal regular-season contest
Saturday at Davidson, falling
87–80 to the Wildcats on the
road, GW (22‒9, 11‒7 A-10)
will probably need to win at
least two games in the conference tournament to stay
relevant in the at-large bid

conversation.
Of course, the other way
GW can ensure a spot in the
NCAA Tournament is to receive an auto-bid, a guaranteed prize for the winner of
the A-10 Tournament. Here’s
what GW’s path to a conference title might look like:

Second round (Mar. 10
at 2:30 p.m.): No. 12
George Mason or No.
13 Saint Louis

This game should be
GW’s easiest challenge all
weekend. Earning a ﬁrst
round bye as the No. 5 seed,
the Colonials will face the

winner of this matchup
Thursday in a contest that
they are expected to win, if
not dominate, before facing
the league’s top programs.
GW took down the Patriots twice this season – 76–70
on the road in Fairfax, Va.
and 74–52 at home early this
month. In the 22-point victory
on Mar. 1, they were able to
hold Mason’s leading scorers
Otis Livingston II and Marquise Moore to a combined 11
points while three Colonials
scored 17 each.
In one of its most disheartening decisions all year,
GW was bested by the Bil-

likens in Saint Louis 65–62.
Junior guard Mike Crawford
put up a game-high 20 points
in that game, as his team shot
48 percent in the second half
and the Colonials shot a cold
12-for-22 clip from the freethrow line.
But it’s hard to imagine
the No. 13 Billikens repeating an upset over a more
highly skilled and hungrier
GW team this time around.
Saint Louis owns the secondworst oﬀense in the league,
the seventh-best defense and
third-worst rebounding and
turnover margins.

Quarterfinal (Mar. 11 at
2:30 p.m.): No. 4 Saint
Joseph’s

A face-oﬀ with the
Hawks will be one of GW’s
most daunting tests. On Feb.
10, Saint Joseph’s routed the
Colonials in the Smith Center
84–66 after shooting a deadly
56.7 percent from the ﬁeld
and 64.3 percent in the second half alone.

Six Hawks scored eight
points or more as senior forward Isaiah Miles led the
game with 21 points and nine
rebounds. Junior forward DeAndre’ Bembry also dropped
14 points while the Hawks
forced nine GW turnovers
and had seven steals.
Saint Joseph’s, however,
has also shown inconsistency
down the stretch. The Hawks
lost two straight to close out
the regular season, including
a 78–70 home loss to 10thplace Duquesne on Saturday.
It won’t be easy, but if
GW can bring its A-game defensively and remain focused
throughout, the Colonials
have a shot at revenge over
a dangerous oﬀensive squad.

Read about GW’s
potential matchups
in the semifinals
and finals online
GWHATCHET.COM

